
Run #18 
SCRUBBERS’ OLYMPIC RUN (OASIS CAFÉ – DILI) 
The run was off to a good start when SCRUBBER broke out the Baseball Caps. It 
was good to see that the old fella had put some effort into the planning of being an 
effective ‘Hare’. (or was he just sucking up to cater for the run that lay ahead) 
Another good turn out with about 35 hashers and 5 or so newbies. The run kicked off 
around the ocean road towards Dili and then veered left into the foothills of the Dili 
ranges. Prior to this FELIZE JONES took the lead pack on a detour after missing the 
first turn. No worries. He was back on track in no time as his local geographic 
knowledge assisted the group of ‘followers’ through a creek to meet up with the 
crowd. As we arrived at the bottom of the enormous mountain range hashers looked 
a little disheartened, but being the piss heads they are they climbed like true warriors 
knowing that the cold refreshments were not far away. Some members found an old 
hash track, which they followed to the top of the same hill that the main party arrived 
at. SCRUBBER must have fond memories of that hill to set another run on some of 
the same tracks. HARE FOR A SHIT RUN. The team then raced back down to the 
OASIS CAFÉ to welcome the Newbies with a few down downs and proceeded to 
drink on. A good effort from SCRUBBER, that is of course for the Baseball Caps. 
Cheers 
Down Downs: SCRUBBER – HARE FOR A SHIT RUN 
5 Newbies 
Cumming Events 
20-22OCT Sydney Bushrangers 700th Wisemans Ferry NSW $120 for the weekend 
14SEP Sydney Thirsty H3 Pre Olympics Opening Ceremony 
16SEP Gold Coast Joint RED DRESS Charity Run 
23-24SEP Tamborine Mtn Berging Comp. 
30SEP Mandurah 800th 
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Cumming Runs: 
RUN 19 03SEP Viking 
Run 20 10SEP Ilean 
Run 21 17SEP Latrine 
Run 22 24SEP Flash Fucker & Skip 
Run 23 31 SEP Bottoms Up (unofficial) 
Run 24 07 OCT VB 
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